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1. INTRODUCTION 

PowerPoint was developed as part of the Microsoft Office suite in 1990. 
Keynote was developed as part of the iWork suite by Apple in 2003. 
 
PowerPoint/Keynote maintain a relationship with document production and 
editing. Therefore, the developers’ initial purpose was to use linear text 
processing in a slide format.  PowerPoint is not your presentation, but it is a 
tool to ENHANCE or AUGMENT your presentation. 
 
Repeat after me: “My PowerPoint/Keynote is NOT my presentation.” 
 

 
 
To construct an effective slide presentation, think of the software as an 
extension of your project (and not your project). Think of the process of 
creating a presentation as having three steps: planning, designing, presenting. 
Your slides are effectively used as a VISUAL AID to reinforce your message.  
 
A Slide is a . . . 
 
Document: 75 words  
 
Teleprompter: 50 words (approx.)  
 
Part of a Presentation: Focuses on ideas 
 
Powerpointing (v.): Using PowerPoint to attack your audience with a barrage of 
images, texts, and multimedia. Example: Sujay powerpoints with text heavy 
slides; therefore, we all want to take a nap or flee the room. 
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2. PLANNING 
 
PowerPoint uses slides with a horizontal or “Landscape” orientation. The 
software was designed as a convenient way to display graphical information 
that would support the speaker and supplement the presentation. The slides 
themselves were never meant to be the “star of the show” (the star, of course, 
is your audience). People came to hear you and be moved or informed (or 
both) by you and your message. Don’t let your message and your ability to tell 
a story get derailed by slides that are unnecessarily complicated, busy, or full 
of what Edward Tufte calls “chart junk.” Nothing in your slide should be 
superfluous, ever. 
	  
Your slides should have plenty of “white space” or “negative space.” Do not 
feel compelled to fill empty areas on your slide with your logo or other 
unnecessary graphics or text boxes that do not contribute to better 
understanding. The less clutter you have on your slide, the more powerful your 
visual message will become 
	  

Example of White Space: 
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Start with the end in mind: 

Before you even open up PowerPoint, sit down and really think about the day 
of your presentation. What is the real purpose of your talk? Why is it that you 
were asked to speak? What does the audience expect? In your opinion, what 
are the most important parts of your topic for the audience to take away from 
your, say, 50-minute presentation? Remember, even if you’ve been asked to 
share information, rarely is the mere transfer of information a satisfactory 
objective from the point of view of the audience. After all, the audience could 
always just read your book (or article, handout, etc.) if information transfer 
were the only purpose of the meeting, seminar, or formal presentation. 

 

 
 

Content: 

No matter how great your delivery, or how professional and beautiful your 
supporting visuals, if your presentation is not based on solid content, you 
cannot succeed. Don’t get me wrong; I am not saying that great content alone 
will carry the day. It almost never does. Great content is a necessary condition, 
but not a sufficient one. But your presentation preparation starts with solid 
content (appropriate for your audience) which you then build into a winning 
story that you’ll use to connect with your audience. 
 
Do not fall into the trap of thinking that in order for your audience to 
understand anything, you must tell them everything. Which brings us to the 
idea of simplicity. 
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Keep it Simple: 
 

Simple does not mean stupid. Simple can be hard for the presenter, but it will 
be appreciated by the audience. Simplicity takes more forethought and 
planning on your part because you have to think very hard about what to 
include and what can be left out. What is the essence of your message? This is 
the ultimate question you need to ask yourself during the preparation of your 
presentation. 
 
Here’s a simple exercise: 
 
If your audience could remember only three things about your presentation, 
what would you want it to be? 
 
(1) _____________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) _____________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) _____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Style Guides/Case Studies: 
 
One of the best ways to imagine and develop you presentation is to watch and 
learn from good case studies. 
 
I recommend visiting and watching presentations on the TED (Technology, 
Entertainment, and Design) website and consulting books such as: Slide:ology 
and Resonate by Nancy Duarte; Edward Tufte’s “The Cognitive Style of 
PowerPoint” (http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/powerpoint); and the work of 
Garr Reynolds (http://www.garrreynolds.com). 
 
Watching presentations will enable you to get a good sense of the variety of 
styles available for presentation and adapt those styles to speak to your 
specific audience. 
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Outlining 
 
Outlining your presentation is a very useful step that should not be ignored. 
Outlines enable you to visualize your information and may take any form that 
you enjoy.  Outlines can also serve as a link between the document and 
presentation.  Think of it as follows: 
 

Document (all text) / Outline (text & keywords) / Presentation (visual) 
 
For example, here is an outline I created for this particular presentation. You 
will notice how elements from this document are echoed in the outline. Those 
same elements are abbreviated or expanded for this presentation. 
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3. DESIGN 

The most important element of good design is keeping your audience in mind. 
Refer back to the list of the three things you want your audience to take away 
when you create your presentation. 
 
Limit the use of bullet points and text 
 
Your presentation is for the benefit of the audience. But boring an audience 
with bullet point after bullet point is of little benefit to them. Which brings us to 
the issue of text. The best slides may have no text at all. This may sound insane 
given the dependency of text slides today, but the best PowerPoint slides will 
be virtually meaningless with out the narration (that is you).  
 
Remember, the slides are meant to support the narration of the speaker, not 
make the speaker superfluous.Many people often say something like this: 
“Sorry I missed your presentation. I hear it was great. Can you just send me 
your PowerPoint slides?” But if they are good slides, they will be of little use 
without you. Instead of a copy of your PowerPoint slides, it is far better to 
prepare a written document, which highlights your content from the 
presentation and expands on that content. Audiences are much better served 
receiving a detailed, written handout as a takeaway from the presentation, 
rather than a mere copy of your PowerPoint slides. If you have a detailed 
handout or publication for the audience to be passed out after your talk, you 
need not feel compelled to fill your PowerPoint slides with a great deal of text. 
 

• Isn’t 
• This  
• Really  
• Annoying 
• To  
• Follow? 

 
Use High Quality Images 
 
Use high-quality graphics including photographs. You can take your own high-
quality photographs with your digital camera, purchase professional stock 
photography, or use the plethora of high-quality images available on line (be 
cautious of copyright issues, however).  
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Never simply stretch a small, low-resolution photo to make it fit your 
layout – doing so will degrade the resolution even further. Avoid using 
PowerPoint Clip Art or other cartoonish line art. Again, if it is included in the 
software, your audience has seen it a million times before. It may have been 
interesting in 1993, but today the inclusion of such clip art often undermines 
the professionalism of the presenter. There are exceptions, of course, and not 
all PowerPoint art is dreadful, but use carefully and judiciously. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Limit Transitions/Effects/Builds (Animations)  
 
Use object builds and slide transitions judiciously. Object builds (also called 
animations), such as bullet points, should not be animated on every slide. 
Some animation is a good thing, but stick to the most subtle and professional 
(similar to what you might see on the evening TV news broadcast). A simple 
“Wipe Left-to-Right” (from the “Animations” menu) is good for a bullet point, 
but a “Move” or “Fly” for example is too tedious and slow (and yet, is used in 
many presentations today). Listeners will get bored very quickly if they are 
asked to endure slide after slide of animation. For transitions between slides, 
use no more than two-three different types of transition effects and do not 
place transition effects between all slides. 
 
Have a visual theme but avoid templates 
 
You clearly need a consistent visual theme throughout your presentation, but 
most templates included in PowerPoint have been seen by your audience 
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countless times (and besides, the templates are not all that great to begin 
with). Your audience expects a unique presentation with new (at least to them) 
content, otherwise why would they be attending your talk? No audience will be 
excited about a cookie-cutter presentation, and we must therefore shy away 
from any supporting visuals, such as the ubiquitous PowerPoint Design 
Template, that suggests your presentation is formulaic or prepackaged.  You 
can make your own background templates, which will be more tailored, to 
your needs. You can then save the PowerPoint file as a Design Template (.pot) 
and the new template will appear among your standard Microsoft templates 
for your future use. You can also purchase professional templates on-line (for 
example: www.powerpointtemplatespro.com).  
 
Utilize Blank Slides 
 
Using blank slides (white or black) can add a powerful element to your 
presentation. Think of it as a pause, a momentary silence between your ideas. 
If you want your audience to travel on your narrative journey with you and not 
get stuck on any one particular image or slide, think about using a blank slide 
to assist with your transition. 
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4. COLOR 
 
Color evokes feelings. Color is emotional. The right color can help persuade 
and motivate. Studies show that color usage can increase interest and improve 
learning comprehension and retention. COLOR IS A TOOL! 
 
Colors can be divided into two general categories: Cool (such as blue and 
green) and Warm (such as orange and red). Cool colors work best for 
backgrounds as they appear to recede away from us into the background.  
Warm colors generally work best for objects in the foreground (such as text) 
because they appear to be coming at us. It is no surprise, then, that the most 
ubiquitous  
 
PowerPoint slide color scheme includes a blue background with yellow text. 
You do not need to feel compelled to use this color scheme, though you may 
choose to use a variation of those colors. 
 
If you will be presenting in a dark room (such as a large hall), then a dark 
background (dark blue, grey, etc.) with white or light text will work fine. But if 
you plan to keep most of the lights on (which is highly advisable) then a white 
background with black or dark text works much better. In rooms with a good 
deal of ambient light, a screen image with a dark background and light text 
tends to washout, but dark text on a light background will maintain its visual 
intensity a bit better. 
 
Pro Tip: Use Adobe’s Color website to develop your swatch.   
https://color.adobe.com/create/color-wheel/ 
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5. TYPE 
 
Fonts communicate subtle messages in and of themselves, which is why you 
should choose fonts deliberately. Use the same font set throughout your entire 
presentation, and use no more than two complementary fonts (e.g., Arial and 
Arial Bold).  
 
Make sure you know the difference between a Serif font (e.g., Times New 
Roman) and a Sans-Serif font (Helvetica or Arial). Designers invented Serif fonts 
for documents filled with lots of text. Serif fonts are said to be easier to read at 
small point sizes, but for on screen presentations the serifs tend to get lost due 
to the relatively low resolution of projectors. San-serif fonts are generally best 
for PowerPoint presentations, but try to avoid the ubiquitous Helvetica.  
 
Regardless of what font you choose, make sure the text can be read from the 
back of the room. 
 

 
 
 
6. MULTIMEDIA 
 
Use video and audio when appropriate. Using video clips to show concrete 
examples promotes active cognitive processing, which is the natural way 
people learn. You can use video clips within PowerPoint without ever leaving 
the application or tuning on a VCR. Using a video clip not only will illustrate 
your point better, it will also serve as a change of pace thereby increasing the 
interest of your audience. You can use audio clips (such as interviews) as well. 
Something to avoid, however, are cheesy sound effects that are included in 
PowerPoint (such as the sound of a horn or applause when transitioning 
slides). The use of superfluous sound effects attached to animations is a sure 
way to lose credibility with your audience. 
 
IMPORTANT: Make sure that all your MEDIA FILES (sound, clips, etc.) are 
located in the SAME FOLDER as your presentation file. 
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EMBEDDING AUDIO IN POWERPOINT: 
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EMBEDDING AUDIO IN KEYNOTE: 
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EMBEDDING VIDEO IN POWERPOINT 
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EMBEDDING VIDEO IN KEYNOTE 
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LINKING TO OUTSIDE SOURCES: 
 
Always use sound and video for which you have permission.  There will be 
times when you will have to show a video that is on another website like 
YouTube or Vimeo.  In that case, you have two options: 
 

1. Create a URL link in your presentation that will open up a web browser 
and play the video outside your presentation. 

2. Advanced option: You can use QuickTime or another video capture 
software to create clips from the video and then embed them into your 
presentation.  Remember: if your presentation will be published or 
available for the general public, it is very important to obtain clearance 
for the audio/video you will be using from the creator of the media to 
avoid copyright issues. 

 
 
7. LOGISTICS 
 
File Saving: 
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Be sure to save your presentation file in multiple locations.  For example, you 
may want to keep the original file on your computer and DropBox; a copy of 
the file on a USB drive; and one pared down (or full media) copy in your 
Google Drives or email account. 
 
Spend time with the slide sorter. 
 
According to the Segmentation Principle of multimedia learning theory, 
people comprehend better when information is presented in small chunks or 
segments. By getting out of the Slide View and into the Slide Sorter view, you 
can see how the logical flow of your presentation is progressing. In this view 
you may decide to break up one slide into, say, two-three slides so that your 
presentation has a more natural and logical flow or process. In this view you 
will be able to capture more of the gestalt of your entire presentation from the 
point of view of your audience. You will be able to notice more extraneous 
pieces of visual data that can be removed to increase visual clarity and improve 
communication. 
 
Practice, Practice, Practice: 
 
This is so important that I had to say it three times. Practice your presentations 
as many times as possible. If you can, practice your presentation at your 
presentation site.  This will ensure that everything runs smoothly during your 
actual presentation. 
 
WHERE TO GO FOR MORE HELP? 
 
NYU has a fantastic partnership with Lynda.com.  Visit your NYU Home 
Account and look for Lynda.com or search for “NYU LYNDA” online. 
 
For advanced editing or general questions, graduate students can visit the 
NYU DIGITAL STUDIO, which is located on the FIFTH floor of BOBST 
library. 
 
DOWNLOAD FOR FREE: RESONATE by Nancy Duarte-  
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/resonate/id517154732?mt=11 


